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Folding Bone (aka Bone Folder)
Fettling Knife (in ceramic supply area see note below)
Needle - Curved Needle bring if you have
Scissors
Exacto knife and/or Utility Knife if you have one
Self sealing mat for cutting on if you have one
Metal straight edge or ruler, bring what you have
Notebook/pen/pencil
Sobo or Eileen's Tacky glue (small size), small container with tight
fitting lid, (like a baby food container), & a glue stick
Text Paper:
Participants will need to bring papers of choice: Text or cover weight paper may be
used for signatures; 8 ½ x 11 or 9 x 12 or larger format papers that could include :
Layout Bond, Tracing, Bristol, Cardstock, Parchment, Arches Text Wove, Watercolor
papers, Canson Mi-Tienties, Stonehenge, Rives Lightweight, Rives Heavy weight, Rives
BFK, Japanese or other Eastern papers, Plain or Decorative Papers you have made or
purchased, etc. Papers may be mixed within a signature.



Due to the nature of this binding, in order to appreciate the stitching, it is best to make
the book with at least 6 or more signatures. Bring enough paper.
NOTE: If using heavier than text weight papers for signatures, the weight of the paper
chosen will determine the number of pages or folios in a signature and the amt of
irregularity at the fore edge.

Cover:

Binders Board or 4 ply Museum/Matt board if you want a board cover, also needed with
a board cover is a cover material, decorative paper or fabric,
OR
Heavy wt paper (heavier than conventional card stock, like Stonehenge, BFK, or other is
recommended) This may be plain or decorative.

Where to find these items…
Most everything is available at Lynn's on Odana Rd, Wisconsin Craft Market in Westgate mall,
Michael's, east or west stores, JoAnns, east or west stores, Hobby Lobby south side near
Monona or east by East Towne, Univ Book Store on campus or Artist and Craftsmen just off
State Street. Most may not know what a fettling knife is, and I will have a few to share.
(essentially a dull knife or like a letter opener)
Any additional questions, please feel free to email or phone, thanks. whisper@tds.net or 848-9761

